
MOUNT LAUREL UNITED SOCCER –  2009-8 & Under TRAVEL 

 

PLAYER EVALUATION 

Coach Name(s)  Date    
      

Player Name  Season    
      

PLAYER EVALUATION      
Refer to pp11-14 of MLU U8-U10 Curriculum 5 – 4 – 3-average, 2-good, 1-excels 

 poor, inconsistent performs performed among 
 needs under under some under peers. 
 to limited pressure; most  

 improve pressure. favors left or pressure  

   right foot   
      

TECHNICAL      
      

BALL MASTERY/ DRIBBLING SKILLS      
      

Player is able to use both left and right foot to dribble ball under control      

(unopposed)      

Player is able to change direction of the ball (hook, drag back, pull-push      

etc)      

Player can use different surfaces of foot to dribble ball (inside, laces,      

outside, sole)      

Dribbling Awareness (player dribbles looking around and aware of space)      
      

Player is able to move past an opponent (using a move – “lunge” or      

“Matthews”, etc)      

Player can shield ball (putting body between their ball and opponent) and      
dribble away from pressure      

      

PASSING / RECEIVING TECHNIQUE      
      

Player locks ankle in position when contacting ball to receive it      
      

Player is able to pass to another using inside of foot (push pass)      
      

Player is able to pass to another with some accuracy and direction      
      

Player is able to pass to another with appropriate weight (not overhit or      

underhit)      

Player is able to pass with both left and right foot (not favoring one)      
      

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE      
      

Player is able to strike ball with laces and off the dribble      
      

PRINCIPLES OF PLAY - 1v1 Attacking and Defending      
      

When in possession of the ball; player has technical basis able to beat      
opponent, turn away from pressure, or pass to teammate to “get the ball      

forward” (penetrate)      
      

When defending, player gets close to attacker, makes attempt to poke the      

ball away and shows a competitive nature to win the ball      

COMMENTS      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coach Signature Date 
 
Player Signature  



MOUNT LAUREL UNITED SOCCER – 2008- 9 & Under & 2007-10 & 
Under TRAVEL 

 

PLAYER EVALUATION 
 

Coach Name(s)  Date    
      

Player Name  Season    
      

PLAYER EVALUATION      
Refer to pp30-32 of MLU U8-U10 Curriculum for specific details of player 5 – poor, 4 – 3-average, 2-good, 1-excels 
development needs to inconsistent under some performed among 

 improve. under pressure; under peers. 
  limited favors left or most  

  pressure. right foot pressure  
      

TECHNICAL      
      

Player possesses ball under control using different surfaces(inside,      

outside, laces and sole)      

Player uses moves & change of speed to beat opponent (Lunge,      

Matthews, Scissors, Stepover etc)      

Player dribbles with head lifted and is aware of teammates, pressure &      

space and boundaries.      

Player uses turns and spins to change direction moving away from      

pressure.      

Player can run with the ball (laces) / Speed dribbling      

      

When shooting player locks ankle, plants foot and uses laces to strike      

ball.      

When finishing player uses moves to beat, turns, finishes from various      

angles, 1st time, shoots after 1st touch      
      

Receiving Technique; player controls a moving ball on 1st touch      
      

Receiving Technique; player is able to settle bouncing ball to ground and      

under control      

Player passes using laces, outside & inside of foot with accuracy &      

correct weight.      

Player passes over longer distances and to feet of teammate.      

      

Player is able to head ball (self serve and head, use forehead to contact      

ball and keep eyes open)      

Player uses poke tackle (using front foot to poke ball away) and block      

tackle (back foot) when defending      

PRINCIPLES OF PLAY - 1v1/2v2 Attacking and Defending      
      

When in possession of the ball; player has technical basis able to beat      
opponent, turn away from pressure, or pass to teammate to “get the      

ball forward” (penetrate)      
      

When defending, player closes down attacker, shows patience to delay      
them, tackles when appropriate and shows a competitive nature      

      

Player recognizes when to combine with teammate; play give-go (wall      

pass), takeover and or overlap.      

PHYSICAL      
      

Player shows agility, balance and good coordination both left and right      

side the body, with and without the ball.      

PSYCHOLOGICAL      
      

Player enjoys playing soccer, shows some discipline and control at      

training and during games      

COMMENTS      

 
 

 
Coach Signature Date 
 
Player Signature  



Mount Laurel United Soccer – 2006- 11 & Under & 2005-12 & Under 
TRAVEL 
 

PLAYER EVALUATION 

Coach Name(s)  Date    
      

Player Name  Season    
      

PLAYER EVALUATION      
Refer to pp5-8 of MLU U11-U14 Curriculum for specific details of player 5 – poor, 4 – 3-average, 2-good, 1-excels 
development needs inconsistent under some performed among 

 improveme under pressure; under most peers. 
 nt. limited favors left pressure  

  pressure. or right   
   foot   

TECHNICAL      
      

Player keeps possession of ball using different surfaces (laces, inside,      

outside, sole)      
      

Player uses moves & change of speed/direction (1v1 attacking) with      

comfort and consistency      
      

Player uses variety of turns (180 degrees, lateral/90 degrees and      

cutting the ball)      
      

Players 1st touch is away from pressure. Use of inside/outside/sole of      

left and right foot.      
      

Player passes the ball with laces, outside and inside of both feet.      
      

Player passes over long distances (driven) & can loft a pass (air) with      
purpose      

      

Player strikes a ball off the dribble, from distance, from angles, off      

cross, off turn      
      

Player “finishes” using different techniques (pass, drive with laces etc)      
      

Player uses poke tackle (using front foot to poke ball away) and block      

tackle (back foot, inside of foot)      
      

Player is able to head the ball, knows the difference between attacking      

and defensive header & can settle a bouncing ball under control.      
      

Player controls ball from the air with different surfaces (foot surfaces      

and thigh)      
      

TACTICAL – PRINCIPLES OF PLAY (1v1/2v2/3v3)      
      

1v1 Attacking; player technically able to keep possession and is creative      
with the ball.      

      

Attacking Support; player performs basic combination play (wall pass,      
takeover, overlaps), shows good support angles.      

      

Individual Defending; player applies pressure to opponent with ball,      
channeling them and is patient (does not “dive” in).      

      

Individual Defending: applies correct pressure both in front and behind.      
Gives immediate chase when beaten.      

      

Defensive support; player covers the 1st defender (player pressuring the      
ball) and understands marking goal side players off the ball      

      

PHYSICAL      
      

Player shows agility, balance and good coordination both left and right      

side the body, with and without the ball      

PSYCHOLOGICAL      
      

Player is motivated to play soccer & enjoys training and games      
      

Player is coachable, listens and shows discipline and control at training      

& in games      

COMMENTS      

 
 

 

Coach Signature Date 
 
Player Signature  



Mount Laurel United Soccer – 2004- 13 & Under & 2003- 14 & under 
TRAVEL 
 

PLAYER EVALUATION 

 Coach Name(s)  Date    
       

 Player Name  Season    
       

 PLAYER EVALUATION      
 Refer to pp9-12 of MLU U11-U14 Curriculum for specific details of player 5 – poor, 4 – 3-average, 2-good, 1-excels 
 development needs to inconsiste under some performe among 
  improve nt under pressure; d under peers. 
   limited favors left or most  

   pressure. right foot pressure  
       

 TECHNICAL      
       

 Keeps possession using moves, shield/spins, feints, turns to beat opponent/elude      

 pressure.      

 Player passes over variety of ranges (short & long), with variety of techniques      
 (push pass, driven pass, lofted, chipped, bent)      
       

 Player controls ball from air (using different surfaces) & settles a bouncing ball      

 away from pressure and/or toward a teammate.      

 Player’s first touch (ground) is away from pressure and/or toward support.      
       

 Player is able to shoot off dribble, on the turn, from all angles, crosses and first      
 time. Player can finish using head, volleys etc.      
       

 Player can head to goal (attacking), clear (defensive) & start to pass using head.      
       

 Player can tackle using correct techniques (Poke, Block, Slide).      
       

 TACTICAL – Small Group Tactics      
       

 Defending; Player pressures from front, side and behind; pressures at angle to      
 delay & channel play.      
       

 Defensive support; Player covers and communicates to 1st defender      
       

 Defensive shape; Player recovers, tracks and balances defensive shape and makes      
 space compact      
       

 Attacking; player understands how to penetrate; keeps possession but recognizes      

 where & when to take players on.      

 Attacking support; uses combination play (wall pass, overlaps etc) and provides      
 support (good angle & distance, penetrating runs etc).      
       

 Attacking shape; player keeps possession & plays the ball away from pressure,      
 understands width & depth      
       

 PHYSICAL      
       

 Player shows agility, balance, coordination and change of speed & direction both      
 left and right side the body, with and without the ball      
       

 Player has good strength when under pressure      
       

 Player has good endurance to play and train      
       

 PSYCHOLOGICAL      
       

 Player is motivated to play, enjoys training & games      
       

 Player communicates instruction to teammates.      
       

 Player is disciplined and competitive in training & games.      
       

 COMMENTS      

 
 
 
 
 
Coach Signature Date 
 
Player Signature  



Mount Laurel United Soccer – Goalkeepers (all ages) TRAVEL 

 

PLAYER EVALUATION 
INFORMATION  

      

 Coach Name(s) Date    
      

 Player Name Season    
      

 PLAYER EVALUATION     
 5 – poor, 4 – 3-average, 2-good, 1-excels 
 needs to inconsiste under some performe among 
 improve nt under pressure; d under peers. 
  limited favors left or most  

  pressure. right foot pressure  
      

 TECHNICAL - ALL PLAYERS (U8 to u14)     
      

 Ball Control; catches the ball securely the first time     
      

 High balls; times jump well, protects body with knee raised, catches ball at highest     
 point and catches securely     
      

 Low balls; low rolling balls and bouncing balls. Gathers balls first time securely and     

 using good technique     

 Distribution; player shows control and technique when throwing, punting or drop     

 kicking the ball     

 Diving; comfortable diving to both sides, lands on shoulder/hip not elbow     
      

 TECHNICAL - PLAYERS (U11 to u14)     
      

 Angling / positioning in 1v1 situations; player comes out, narrows angle and sets     
 position before making decision     
      

 Dealing with crosses/ service from flanks; player demonstrates ability to both     

 punch and catch ball.     
      

 TACTICAL – PLAYERS U11-U14 ONLY     
      

 Reads the game; comes off the line, retreats, narrows angles, repositions based on     
 ball position and shows good reading of the game     
      

 Communicates and organizes the defense; uses words “pressure”, “up,” “drop,”     

 “clear” etc     

 Player offers support for back pass, distributes with feet     
      

 PHYSICAL – ALL PLAYERS     
      

 Player shows agility, balance, coordination and change of speed & direction both     
 left and right side the body.     
      

 Good reaction speed     
      

 Quick speed to close down the player with the ball, come off their line and speed to     
 come out the box and clear any balls through or over     
      

 PSYCHOLOGICAL – ALL PLAYERS     
      

 Shows level of concentration; watches play develop, is off the line when ball is     
 played over/thru, good position in box in relation to ball position on field etc.     
      

 Shows courage and mental toughness to play position     
      

 COMMENTS     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Coach Signature Date 
 
Player Signature  


